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Abstract 
The parity path problem is to test if a graph contains an even (odd) chordless path between 
two prescribed vertices. A graph is called perfectly orientable if there exists an orientation of 
its edges such that:he resu$ng digraph has no obstructions: an obstruction is a chordless path 
(u, h, C, d) having ah and cd. We present a polynomial algorithm for the parity path problem 
on perfectly orientable graphs. 
I. Introduction 
The parity puth problem has received some attention recently: given a graph G and 
two vertices s and t, the problem is to test if G contains a chordless (induced) s-t 
path of a given parity. This problem is NP-complete in general [4], and it is solvable 
in polynomial time for special classes of graphs [1,2,9]. 
An orientation of G is a digraph 6 obtained by choosing one of the orientations Iii’ 
or & for each edge uu of G. A path in 6 is a sequence of vertices constituting a path 
in G. If (? is an arbitrary orientation of G. then the parity path problems on G and 6 
are obviously equivalent; in particular, if the problem on G has a negative answer, so 
does the problem on G. We show below that if G has a special orientation e called 
a perfect orientation, then we can solve the problem on C? in polynomial time; thus it 
is sufficient to work with one arbitrary perfect orientation of G. 
An obstruction in 6 is a chordless path (a, b,c,d) having z and 2. A digraph 
C? is called perjkctly oriented if it has no obstructions. A graph G is called pe~~tic~tl~ 
or-ientuhle if it has an orientation C? such that g has no obstructions. An ordering of 
the vertices of a graph G induces in an obvious way an ordering of the vertices for 
each induced subgraph H. The following greedy algorithm properly colors the ver- 
tices H with colors 1,2,. .: scan the vertices of H in the induced order and give to 
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each vertex the first color not yet used by its neighbors. The ordering of the vertices 
of G is called perfect if this algorithm achieves the minimum number of colors for 
each induced subgraph H. Recall that each ordering of the vertices of G induces an 
acyclic orientation on its edges (orient uv as iZ? whenever u precedes u in the order- 
ing) and every acyclic orientation arises in this way from some ordering. Chvital [5] 
showed that an ordering of the vertices of G is perfect if and only if the corresponding 
acyclic orientation is perfect (has no obstructions). In this case G is called perfectly 
orderable. 
A hole is a chordless cycle of length greater than 3. It is easy to see that the class of 
perfectly orientable graphs properly contains the class of perfectly orderable graphs: for 
example, any odd hole is not perfectly orderable, but it has a perfect orientation that is 
cyclic. The recognition problem for perfectly orderable graphs is NP-complete [ 121; on 
the other hand, perfectly orientable graphs can be recognized in polynomial time [6]. 
Before we present the preliminaries, we discuss some related problems. The parity 
path problem is closely related to the odd hole recognition problem: test if a given 
graph contains an odd hole. The status of the odd hole recognition problem, which 
is an important algorithmic issue associated with the famous Strong Perfect Graph 
Conjecture due to Berge (see [3,8] for a study of perfect graphs), is not yet known. 
However, testing whether a given graph contains an odd hole through a prescribed 
vertex is NP-complete [4]. 
The problem of finding an even (odd) path ~ chordless or not - between two speci- 
fied vertices can be solved in polynomial time [lo]. Polynomial algorithms are known 
for the parity path problem on planar perfect graphs [9] and on circular-arc graphs [2]. 
A generalization of the parity path problem, namely the group path problem, is intro- 
duced in [I] and is shown to be NP-complete even for bipartite graphs. Since every 
bipartite graph is perfectly orientable, the group path problem is NP-complete for per- 
fectly orientable graphs too. For chordal graphs this problem can be solved in poly- 
nomial time [l] (note that chordal graphs are perfectly orientable: find a simplicial 
vertex V, orient its incident edges toward it, delete v, and repeat). A generalization of 
the algorithm of [I] is used in [7] to solve in polynomial time the odd hole recogni- 
tion problem on perfectly orientable graphs. The algorithm presented here is a further 
generalization. 
Testing whether a graph has a hole ~ even or odd ~ is exactly recognizing the graphs 
that are not chordal; polynomial algorithms exist for recognizing chordal graphs [13,8]. 
Polynomial algorithms are also known [lo] to test for odd (even) cycles - chordless 
or not - through a given vertex. The problems of testing whether a digraph has an odd 
(even) chordless directed cycle and whether a digraph contains a chordless directed 
cycle through a prescribed vertex are NP-complete [ 111. 
In Section 2 we present some definitions and show that every chordless path in a 
perfectly oriented digraph is a concatenation of three structured paths. We then identify 
some tasks and reduce the parity path problem to these tasks. Polynomial algorithms 
to perform the tasks are the topic of Section 3. The conclusion is therefore expressed 
in the following result. 
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Fig. I. An obstruction. A solid lint indicaies the presence of an edge. a dashed line its abscncc 
2. Preliminaries 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph (finite. undirected, loopless, no multiple edges). The 
statement that u and I: are joined by an edge in G will be denoted by ur; LII‘ means 
that II and 1‘ are not joined by an edge. These statements can also be made about an 
orientation G of G and they refer to G. A similar statement z is used for G-. 
For a subset S 2 V of vertices, the open neighborhood of S is 
N(S) = {r E V: uu for some u t S}. 
and the closed neighborhood is N[S] = N(S) U S. 
A n~lk in G is a sequence of vertices (xt, ,xk) such that xIx~, ,_\-A _ I.~k .4 
puth is a walk with distinct vertices. A chord of a path is an edge that connects two 
non-consecutive vertices of the path. A walk, path, or chord in G is a sequence of 
vertices that constitute a walk, path, or chord in G, respective2. As mentioned earlier, 
an obstruction in G is a chordless path (a. h, c, d) such that ah and 2, see Fig I. 
If A = (XI,. ..,q) and B = (yt ,..., J~I) are two walks such that XL = 1.1, then the 
concutenution of A and B, denoted by A * B, is the walk (.Y,, ,.q = ~1.. , ~‘1 ).
The rt~t~erscrl of a path P = (xl,, . ,xk ) is the path PR = (XL.. ,.x1 ). 
Let P = (xi,. ,,q ) be a path in 6. P is called a fbmwd puth (an F-path, for short) 
if all the edges of P are in the forward direction. i.e.. .s for i = 1,. . k -’ I: P is 
called a backward path (B-path) if all the edges are in the backward direction, i.c.. 
,Gl for i = I,. , k - 1; P is called an ulternatiry puth (A-path) if the edges of P are 
alternately forward and backward, i.e., x,X,+; if and only if krfl_Yii? for i = I.. . k 2; 
in the latter case P is said to be of J-type (resp. h-type) if .s (resp. ,Gs ). or k _ I. 
P is called an ,J4-path if it is an f-type A-path. 
2.2. A basic result 
From now on, we assume that 6 is a perfectly oriented digraph. 
The proof of the following lemma follows directly from the definition of obstruction. 
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Lemma 1. Let P = (XI ,...,xk) he u path in G SUCK that XX and (~i,x~+1,xi+2,xi+3) 
is a chordless pmth jbr all odd i = 1,. . . , k-3. ThenxVforalloddi= l,..., k- 1. 
The following lemma is important, though simple. 
Lemma 2 (The B-A-F Lemma). Every chordless path in 6 has the unique form B * 
A * F, where 
1. B is a chordless B-pat]?, 
2. A is un even chordless j;4-path; 
3. F is a chordless F-path. 
Proof. Clearly every chordless path has the form B *P, where B is a chordless B-path 
_ possibly trivial - and P is trivial or starts with a forward edge. By Lemma 1, P has 
the form A * F, where A is a chordless fA-path and F is a chordless F-path. There- 
fore every chordless path has the form B * A * F, where A has ,f-type. If A is odd, 
its last edge can be transferred to F to make A even. The uniqueness of B, A, F is 
obvious. 0 
The B-A-F Lemma says that every chordless path in a perfectly oriented digraph 
g can be uniquely decomposed into a chordless B-path, an even chordless JA-path, 
and a chordless F-path. So to find a chordless s-t path of a given parity p in 6, we 
may fix the intermediate vertices u and v, and search for a chordless s-u B-path B, an 
even chordless U-U jA-path A, and a chordless c-t F-path F such that B *A * F is a 
chordless path of parity p. 
2.3. The jive tasks 
To do the above-mentioned search, we now identify five tasks, which search for 
chordless paths where B, A, F have restricted lengths or parities. We show how to 
reduce the parity path problem on perfectly oriented digraphs to these tasks. In the 
next section we present polynomial algorithms for the tasks. 
Given a perfectly oriented digraph g’, two vertices s and t, and a parity p, define 
the following tasks (see Fig. 2). 
Task-F(G’, s, t, p): Search for a chordless s-t F-path of parity p. 
Task-A(c’,s, t): Search for an even chordless s-t fA-path A. 
Task-AF(G,s, t, p): Search for a chordless s-t path of the form A * F, where A is 
an even chordless fA-path of length 32, and F is a chordless F-path of parity p and 
of length 3 1. 
Task-BF(g,s, t, p): Search for a chordless s-t path of the form B* F, where B (resp. 
F) is a chordless B-path (resp. chordless F-path) of parity p and of length > 1. 
Task-BAF(6, s, t, p): Search for a chordless s-t path of the form B * A * F, where 
B (resp. F) is a chordless B-path (resp. chordless F-path) of parity p and of length 
> 1, and A is an even chordless .fA-path of length 32. 
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Fig. 2. Illustrating the tasks 
Table 1 
The reduction of the even path problem to the ti\e tahkb 
case Tasks tu call 
A. 5 trivia1 Task-F( G, s. 1. even) 
B. F trivial Task-A( c?-. s, t ) 
A, F trivial Task-F( (I?. ,. s. even) 
only 5 trivial Task-A/~‘(~. A. t. even) 
only A trivial Task-R/,‘(C?. s. t. even). Task-BF( c?. .A. f. odd) 
only F trivial Task-AF(d. t,s.e\en) 
B. A. F nontrivial Task-B.-IF( 6. s. t. even 1. Task-R.dF( 6..(. t. odd) 
Proof. It is easy to reduce the odd path problem to the even path problem: to find 
an odd chordless s-t path in a perfectly oriented digraph, add a new vertex s’ and a 
new oriented edge from s to s’, and find an even chordless s-t path in the resulting 
perfectly oriented digraph. 
Let C? be a perfectly oriented digraph. By the B-A-F Lemma, the even chordless .s t 
path we are searching in 6 has the form B * A *F, where B, ‘-1, F are a chordless H- 
path, an even chordless @-path, and a chordless F-path, respectively. Table I exhibits 
the reduction. If 6 contains the required s-t path, a search will be successful in one 
of the cases. q 
We mention two applications of the tasks to the odd hole and the even hole recog- 
nition problems. It follows from Lemma 1 that in a perfectly oriented digraph, every 
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odd hole is directed, and every even hole is directed or alternating. Therefore we can 
solve the odd hole recognition problem on a perfectly oriented digraph 6 by performing 
Task-F(g, c, a, odd) for every chordless F-path (a, b, c), where g = 6- (N[b] - {a, c}). 
This has been done in [7]. Similarly the even hole recognition problem on C? can be 
solved by performing Task-F(t?,c,a,even) for every chordless F-path (a, b,c) and 
Task-A(g,c,a) for every chordkss &A-path (a,_b,c). (Notice that attempting to detect 
an odd hole containing an arc ub by deleting ub and N(u)flN(b), calling the resulting 
digraph I?, and invoking Task-F(g?, b,u, e:en) will not work, since /? may not be 
perfectly orientable due to the deletion of ub. A similar remark applies to even holes.) 
3. Algorithms for the Tasks 
We now present algorithms for Task-F and Task-A and indications how to construct 
algorithms for the other tasks. The algorithms are written as functions that return the 
paths with the required properties or an indication “FAIL"; any concatenation involving 
FAIL results in another FAIL; FAILS = FAIL. 
3. I. Tusk-F 
We begin with a simple lemma about chordless F-paths that follows directly from 
the definition of obstruction. 
Lemma 3 (Gavril et al. [7]). Let s and t be two nonadjacent vertices in i?. Let 
P = (s = x0,. ,xk_r ) be a chordless F-puth with k 33. Then P * (xk_1, t) is u 
chordless F-path fund only ifxkt and t 6 N(xl,xa_j,xk-2). 
Lemma 3 means the following: to extend a chordless F-path that begins at s, we 
need remember only the second vertex and the last three vertices of the path. Using 
this observation, Gavril et al. [7] proposed a breadth-first search algorithm for our task. 
We propose a similar algorithm written in dynamic programming style, which is in the 
spirit of the algorithms for the other tasks presented below. 
The algorithm uses (O,l)-variables Bk(a; b, c,d), set to 1 when the algorithm finds a 
chordless s-d F-path of length k that starts with su and ends with bed. By convention, 
Bl(u; b,c,d)z 1 if anr only if a = b = c = d and a; Bz(u; 6, c,d) = 1 if and only if 
a = b = c, su and cd. The statement of function Task-F is given in Fig. 3. Its 
correctness follows from Lemma 3. 
3.2. Tusk-A 
When we try to adapt Lemma 3 to the situation of extending a chordless A-path, 
we encounter some complications. First we present a procedure, analogous to mnction 
Task-F( g,.s, t, p), that searches for an even chordless s-t fA-path in 8. When this 
function Task-F( 6, s, t, p); 
find directly Bk(a; b, c, d) for all vertices ~1. b, c. d and k E { 1,2); 
set BA (u; b, c, d) to 0 for all vertices a, b, c’. d and k = 3.. . , II - I : 
for k = 3,. , II - 1 
do 
for all vertices u, b, c, d satisfying 2. 2 and d @ N(s. (I, h ) 
do 
if there exists a vertex u such that Bk_ ,(a; U, h,c) = I 
and d $! N(u) 
then Bx(a; b,c,d) := 1 
fi 
od 
od; 
if Bk (a; b, c, t) = 1 for some vertices u, b, c, and some k of parity JI 
then Task-F := the chordless path obtained by backtracking from 
Bk(a;b,c,t) 
{This can be implemented by maintaining pointers and updating 
them whenever the corresponding variables are set to l.} 
else Task-F := FAIL 
fi 
end: 
Fig. 3. An algorithm to solve the problem Task-F(c,.c.!. p) 
procedure succeeds, it finds a path with the required properties; but it is important to 
note that the procedure may fail even if 6 has a path with the required properties. How- 
ever, we show below that by applying the procedure to a polynomial number of induced 
subdigraphs of G, we can always find a path with the required properties, if one exists. 
The procedure uses the following variables: a (0,l )-variable BA-(a; h. c, d) and a path 
variable Px(u; b,c,d) for all vertices u, b,c,d and k = I,. . ,IZ ~ I. When the procedure 
detects a chordless s-d fA-path of length k that starts with su and ends with /XX,‘. it 
sets Bk(u; b, c,d) to 1, stores the corresponding path in Ph(a; b. c,d). and never changes 
these variables again. By convention. Bl(u; b.c,d) = I if and only if LZ = h = C’ = tl 
and 2; &(a; b,c,d) = 1 if and only if a = h = C. z and 2; B3(u;b.c,d) = I 
if and only if a = 6, z, & and 2. The procedure is presented in Fig. 4. 
The example of Fig. 5 shows, as remarked above, that “wrong” tie-breaking for the 
choice of u in (1) may store the “wrong” path in Ph(a; b, c,d) and subsequently may 
raise the FAIL condition, even though fi has an even chordless s-t .fA-path. Here fi 
has a unique even chordless s-t ,fA-path P = (s.u,.xl,. .,x6, t). When the procedure 
tries to set B~(u;.q,x4,n5) to 1, it has two choices for U, namely c and x2. Making the 
“wrong” choice c prevents the procedure from finding the path P. The main idea of 
how to get around this problem is as follows. Fix the first two intermediate vertices 
a, h and the last two intermediate vertices c,d along the sought s-t path; remove the 
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function A-path (G, s, t); 
(0) find directly Bk(a; 6, c,d) and Pk(a; b,c,d) for all vertices a, b,c,d 
and k E {1,2,3}; 
set Bk(a; b,c,d) to 0 for all vertices a, b,c,d and k = 4,. . ,u - 1; 
(1) for k = 4,...,n - 1 
do 
for all vertices a, b,c,d satisfying (z,&) or (&,z), 
and d $ N(s,a, b) 
do 
if there exists a vertex u such that Bk_ 1 (a; u, b, c) = 1 and 
Pk- I (a; u, b, c) * (c, d) is a chordless path 
then Bk(a; b,c,d) := 1; 
Pk(a;b,c,d):=Pk-l(a;u,b,c)*(c,d) 
fi 
od 
od; 
(2) if Bk(a; b, c, t) = 1 for some vertices a, b, c and some even k 
then A-path:= Pk(a; b, c, t) 
else A-path:= FAIL 
fi 
Fig. 4. A procedure used for solving the problem Task-A(@,s, 1). 
Fig. 5. A perfectly oriented digraph g 
closed neighborhoods of s, a,d, t except for b, c, and use function A-path to search 
for a chordless b-c path in the remaining digraph. This will guarantee that if A-path 
succeeds, we will have obtained a chordless s-t path. It can happen that A-path fails, 
but, as shown below, it will succeed for some choice of a, b, c,d if there is any s- 
t path with the required properties. Therefore by trying all possible a, b,c,d we can 
perform Task-A correctly in polynomial time. 
The statement of function Task-A is shown in Fig. 6. 
Function Task-A(e’,s, t) is guaranteed to find a path with the required properties, if 
one exists, for the following reason. Suppose that G contains an even chordless s-t 
JA-path of length > 4, and let (s,a, b,. . , c, d, t) be a shortest such path. Lemma 6 
function Task-A( 6, s, t); 
if st then Task-A := FAIL; return fi; 
test directly if 6 has a chordless s-r $4~path of length 2 or 4; 
if so, then set Task-A to that path and return; 
for all distinct vertices ~1, b  c, ti # s, t satisfying z;;, l?z. 2, dt, 
s C N(b,c,d), t $ N(u,b,c,), N e N(c.d), h 0 N(d) 
do T := A-Path(G ~ (N[s.a.d.t] - {h,c}),h,c); 
if T # FAIL then Task-A := (s. u, h) * T * (c. rl, t ): return fi 
od; 
Task-A := FAIL 
end: 
Fig. 6. An algorithm to solve the problem Task-.-l(e..s. /) 
below shows that fi = (? - (N[s, u,d, t] - {b, c}) has the special structure required to 
apply Lemma 5 below, according to which function A-path(H, b.c) will find an even 
chordless h-c ,fA-path P, no matter how it resolves ties. Then, by definition of 17, 
(.s,u, b) * P * (c,d,t) is an even chordless s-t ,/A-path in 6. Lemma 4 below is used 
to prove Lemma 5. 
Lemma 4. Let s und t he nonudjuce~~t vertices in z. Lrt P = (s = J’(), ~‘1, ) hc 
II chordless A-path sutisfjiing k 3 3. Assun~e thut R = P * (),A ~,. t) is un A-put11 utltl 
t @ N(.v, , >a~ -3, J’L -2). Then there esi,st.s N chordl~~ss .s- t A-puth S .mch thtrt: 
1. V(S) C V(R), 
2. R und S huw thr sume type und purity, 
\\here V(S) denott>s the set of vertices of the puth S (R itsc!f’.rati.vfie.v 1 ~lr~tl 2, hlct 
R need not he chord1e.s.~). Consequently, lf’ k is the lrrlgth of’ a shorte.st chorril~~.s.~ .\ t 
A-prrth of thr smne type and puritJ1 US R. then R itsrlf’ i.s chordlcss. 
Proof. Consider the case that k is even and P is of J-type; the proof for other casts 
is similar. If R is chordless, we may take S = R. So assume that R is not chordless 
and let tl’, be a chord with i as small as possible. Observe that 2 <i <I, ~ 4. We 
have z, for otherwise (_)I!, t,yk-l, ~3-2) is an obstruction. We also have that i is odd. 
for otherwise (t. y,, y,-1, y-2) is an obstruction. Then S = (s = ~a(). !‘I.. . ,l’,. t ) is the 
required path. 0 
Lemma 5. Let Q = (x0, . . ,x,) hr an ewn chord1~s.s fA-puth in II prryfi~ctl>~ or.icwfcr~ 
diyruph H such thut ,for euch i = 0,. , q, i is the Icwgth of‘ N .shor-test cl~o~~llc.s.s x0 x, 
fA-puth of’ the xwne purity us i. Then ,fimction A-putIl(H..T(),.~r,) U~UY.IJ~.S fiwls ut1 c’l‘l’li 
chordless .YO-X,~ ,fA-path (qf length y ), no mutter hon. it r-cwlces ties. 
Proof. If 4 G2, then function A-path(g.xO,x,) finds the required path directly in (0). 
so we assume that q >3. We propose to show that at the end of ( I ) of function 
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Bx_(x,;Xk-&Xk_,,Xk) = 1 for k = 3,...,q, 
from which the conclusion follows with k = q. We use induction on k. For k = 3, 
the proposition follows from (0). Assume that the proposition is true for k - 1, where 
ka4. Then Bk_,(X,;Xk_3,Xk_-2,Xk_,) = 1 and Pk__l = P~_,(x,;x/I_~,xk__2,xk_,) iS an 
x0-xk-1 chordless fA-path of length k - 1. We shall have verified that the condition 
of the “if’ statement in (1) is true with (s,a,u,b,c,d) = (xo,xl,xk-3,xk_*,xk_1,xk), 
once we have shown that T = P&l * (xk-I,xk) is a chordless path. To show that T 
is a chordless path we use Lemma 4 with s = x0 and t = xk; P = P&I ; y, = xi for 
i E { 1, k - 3, k - 2, k - l}; R = T. The conditions of Lemma 4 hold because: 
1. Pk_ [ does not contain Xk as it is chordless, and hence T is a path; 
2. since Pk-1 and Q are A-paths, so is T; 
3. xk $! N(x~,xk_3,xk-_2) as Q iS chordless; 
4. k (= length of T) is the length of a shortest chordless s-xk fA-path of the same 
parity as k. 0 
Lemma 6. Let P = (s, a,xo, . . ,xk, d, t) be a shortest even chordless s-t j2-path in g, 
ivhere k > 2. Then in l? = g - (N [ s,a,d, t] - {xO,xk}) we have, ,fix each i = 0,. . , k, 
that i is the length of a shortest chordIess x0-x; fA-path of the same parity as i. (A 
similar result holds .fix other types and purities of P.) 
Proof. Assume that (if possible) i is the smallest integer for which the lemma fails. 
Then Z? contains a chordless XO:X; .fA-path Q = (x0 = ~0,. . . , y,) of length j, where 
j < i and j has the same parity as i. Since yj = xi, there exist integers 1 and m such 
that yJ_l = x,, where 0 < 1 <j and i <rn d k (1 uniquely determines m, since P is a 
path); choose 1 as large as possible. Consider the path R = (s, a,xo = yo, yl,. , yj-/ = 
x,,,,x,+I, . ,Xk, d, t) in 6. Define a path S as follows. If R is chordless, take S = R. 
Otherwise let yrxy be a chord of R, where r = j-l-p (again, v uniquely determines q). 
Choose p as large as possible and take S = (s,a,xo = yo, yl,. . . , yr,xq,.xy+l,. ,xk, d, t). 
In both cases S is chordless. Further, S is an A-path by the following considera- 
tions: the definition of obstruction; 5’ is chordless; the subpaths (~,a, ~0,. . . , yr) 
and (x,,. ..,xk,d, t) of R are chordless A-paths. It follows that S has an even length. 
This contradicts the assumption on the length of P, as length(S)< length(R) < 
length(P). 0 
Theorem 3. jimction Task-A solves the problem Task-A(g’,s, t). 
Proof. Refer to the remarks made before Lemma 5. 0 
3.3. Task-AF 
To do Task-AF(G,s, t, p), we apply a variant of the idea used in the previous sub- 
section, namely to fix some vertices at the ends of the chordless A-path and chordless 
Fig. 7. Illustrating the detinition of compatibility 
F-path sought. Specifically, we want the chordless A-path to begin at s and end with 
II~U~U~, and the chordless F-path to begin with a3a~a~ and end at t. We say that the 
ordered list (s,~~,u~,a~,a~,a5, t) of distinct vertices is lon~ptrtihlc if these vertices ful- 
fill obvious conditions required by the properties of the chordless il-path and chordless 
F-path, as follows (see Fig 7): 
I. (01.. , II~ ) is a chordless path; 
2. 03 and iz; 
3. u&z and ra: 
4. su, for i = 2.. ,5; 
5. tu, for i = I,. ,4. 
The following informally describes an algorithm for Task-AF. If any step of the 
algorithm achieves success, the algorithm returns the path found at that point. If all 
steps fail, the algorithm returns FAIL. 
To perform Task-AF(G,s,t, p), assuming sl, do the following: 
1. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form .4 * F, where A is a chordless .&A-path of 
length 2 and F is a chordless F-path of parity p, by trying all possible A and invoking 
Task-F on an appropriate subdigraph. 
2. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form A * F, where F is a chordless F-path of 
length 1 or 2 according as p is odd or even and A is a chordless @-path. by trying 
all possible F and invoking Task-A on an appropriate subdigraph. 
3. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form A * F, where A is a chordless /A-path of 
length at least 3 and F is a chordless F-path of parity p and length at least 3, as 
follows: for all distinct vertices ~1,. .u; # s, t such that (s. 01,. .c15, t) is compatible, 
set 
F’:=Task-F(c? - (N[a2,a3,&] - {u5}),a5,t,p). 
A’:=Task-A(6(N[u~.u3,a~] - {u~})..s,a~) 
and if neither task fails, return A’ * (01,. .as) * F’. 
It is clear that when the algorithm fails, there is no path as required, since the 
algorithm exhausts all possibilities, relying on Task-F and Task-A to perform correctly. 
The converse statement essentially consists of showing that any walk returned by the 
algorithm is in fact a chordless path (the other required properties being obvious). The 
next two lemmas are used to show this. 
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4. yzxijbr i= I,..., q- 1. 
Then Q * R is a chordless path. 
Proof. Using the definition of obstruction, we have xq-, yj for i = 2,. . , Y, by induc- 
tion on i. Then it follows that +_~y; for i = 1,. . . , Y, again by induction. Assume 
that (if possible) Q * R is not chordless and let xjyk be a chord, where j = q - i 
(again, j uniquely determines k). Choose i as small as possible, and observe that 
i>3 by the above and k 33 by condition 4 of the lemma. Then xjxi+, for other- 
wise (xj+l,xj,yk,yk-I) is an obstruction. NOW if y$$, then (Yk,Xj,Xj+l,Xj+2) is an 
obstruction; otherwise (Xi, yk, yk-1, yk-2) is an obstruction. 0 
The following lemma relaxes condition 2 of Lemma 7. 
Lemma 8. Let X = (XI,. . . ,x,) be an even chordless fA-puth and Y = (.xq = ~1,. . , y,.) 
a chordless F-puth in C? such that. 
1. q>3 and r>3, 
2. y2>y3 $ x and x,-z>x,-I 6 y; 
3. xq- I .V3 and xq-2.V31 
4. yzxijk i= l,..., q- 1. 
Then X * Y is u chordless puth. 
Proof. We first observe that (x9-_z,x~_-],x y = yr, ~2, ye) is a chordless path. We then 
obtain (as in the proof of Lemma 7) that Xq_lyi for i = 1,. . . ,r, using conditions 24. 
Now by virtue of Lemma 7, it suffices to show that X * Y is a path. Assume that (if 
possible) it is not a path, i.e., there exist integers i 32 and j > 2 satisfying xq+r _i = 
y, (again, i uniquely determines j); choose i as small as possible. Observe that, by 
condition 2, both i and j are at least 4. Further, i> 5, as otherwise (yj_2, y,_,, y, = 
xq_3,xq-2) is an obstruction. Put k = q + 1 - i. We distinguish two cases now. 
Case 1: xa; see Fig 8(a). Put Q = (xk+r ,xk+2,. . ,xq) and R = (~1,. , y,_ I ) and 
apply Lemma 7. Then Q * R is a chordless path, and hence (y,_2, y,_l, 
_v, = x~,xk+t ) is an obstruction. 
Cuse 2: xk+lxk; see Fig 8(b). This time put Q = (&+2,$+3,. ,x9), R = (~1,. , y,) 
and apply Lemma 7. Then Q * R is a chordless path. Furthermore, xk+t yl 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 8. Illustrating the proof of Lemma 8. 
for 1 = 2,...,j - I, by induction on 1. Then ( .I’,_ 1, J‘, = _q,x, j,q,?) is an 
obstruction. I 11 
We now show that any walk T returned by the algorithm is a chordless path. If 
step I or 2 returns T, then T is a chordless path by the choice of the subdigraph 
of 6 on which Task-A or Task-F is performed. Suppose that step 3 returns T m= 
A * (ai, u~,LI~, (14, ai) * F for some al,. ,ug. Then, using the fact that (.S,CII, . ~5. t ) 
is compatible and the choice of the subdigraphs of z, we can apply Lemma X with 
X = A * (UI,N~.LQ) and Y = (Q,uJ.u~) * F. Consequently X * Y is a chordless path. 
3.4. Tusk-BF 
Task-BF is similar to Task-AF. In step 3 we seek a chordless s-t path of the form 
B * F, where B (resp. F) is a chordless B-path (resp. chordless F-path) of parity p 
and length at least 3. This is done as follows. For all distinct vertices ui.. ,I/T # .s, I
such that ( ai,. , c15) is a chordless path, ~1~~2, u%, ujai, l%, su, for i = 2,. .5. 
and tU, for i = 1,. ,4, set 
13’ := (Task-F(6 - (N[Q,~~,Q] - {u~}),ui,.s, y))“. 
F’:=Task-F(&(N[u~,u~,u~]- {as}),as,t.p) 
and if neither task fails, return B’ + (a,,, _. u5 ) * F’. 
The correctness of this algorithm follows from Lemma 9 below in analogy to the 
case of Task-AF and Lemma X. 
Proof. It suffices to show that X * Y is a path, since it then follows, by the definition 
of obstruction, that X * Y is also chordless. Assume that (if possible) it is not a 
path, i.e., there exist integers i 32 and j>2 satisfying _Q,+I_~ = .v, (again, i uniquely 
determines j); choose i as small as possible, and observe that both i and ,j are at least 
4 by condition 2. Put k = q + 1 - i and consider the path P = (XL k~,xk, 2.. ..I-(, = 
)‘I,. .,J~,_I). If P is chordless, then (x~+~,x~+~,xh = _r,,~‘,_l) is an obstruction. and 
so assume that .rjyrn is a chord, where 1 = q + I ~ p (again, 1 uniquely determines 
m); choose p as small as possible. By conditions 3 and 4, both p and M are at least 
3. Then (xl+ 1 ..I-/, ~a,,?, y, _ 1) is an obstruction. a 
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3.5. Tusk-BAF 
Suppose that B * A *F is a chordless s-t path, where B, A, F are a chordless B-path, 
an even chordless fA-path, and a chordless F-path, respectively. Then each of A * F 
and AR * BR is a concatenation of an even chordless fA-path and a chordless F-path. 
Using this observation, we present an algorithm, which is a generalization of function 
Task-AF, for solving the problem Task-BAF. The algorithm, like the previous ones, is 
based on fixing some vertices at the ends of the chordless B-path, chordless fA-path 
and chordless F-path sought. Specifically, we want the chordless B-path to start at s 
and end with alazaj, the chordless .fA-path to begin with a3a4a5 and end with bl b2b3, 
and the chordless F-path to begin with bxb4b5 and end at t. Then one obvious condition 
is that both (a3,bl,bz,b3,b4,b5,t) and (b3,a5,a~,a3,a~,a~ts) must be compatible. 
To do Task-BAF(G,s, t, p), assuming St, do the following: 
1. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form B * A * F, where B is a chordless B-path 
of length 1 or 2 according as p is odd or even, A is a chordless fA-path, and F is 
a chordless F-path of parity p, by trying all possible B and invoking Task-AF on an 
appropriate subdigraph. 
2. Analogous to step 1, with F of length 1 or 2 rather than B. Do as in step 1 with 
s and t interchanged and reverse the resulting path. 
3. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form B * A *F, where B (resp. F) is a chordless 
B-path (resp. chordless F-path) of length at least 3 and parity p and A is a chordless 
- 
jA-path of length 2, as follows. For all distinct vertices (at,. . , a7) # s, t such that sai 
for i = 2,. ,7, ta, for i = 1,. ,6, (al,. , a7) is a chordless path, a%, uz, ax, 
&Yj, asat;, ax, set 
B’ := (Task-F(G - (N[q,. . ,ae] - {CL,}), al,s, JJ))~, 
F’:=Task-F(G - (N[as,...,ae] - {a7}),a7,t,p) 
and if neither task fails, return B’ * (al,. . ,a~) * F’. 
4. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form B * A *F, where B (resp. F) is a chordless 
B-path (resp. chordless F-path) of length at least 3 and parity p and A is a chordless 
fA-path of length 4, as follows. For all distinct vertices (al,. . . ,ag) # s, t such that 
Sa, for i = 2,. . ., 9, c for i = 1 , . . ,8, (al,. . ,a9) is a chordless path, &&, a%, 
(~3,. .,a~) is a chordless fA-path, ax, ax, set 
B’:=(Task-F(&(N[a~,...,as] - {al}),al,s,p))R, 
F’ := Task-F(G - (N[az,. . , as] - {a9}>,a9, t p) 
and if neither task fails, return B’ * (al,. . ,a~) *F’. 
5. Seek a chordless s-t path of the form B * A *F, where B (resp. F) is a chordless 
B-path (resp. chordless F-path) of length at least 3 and parity p and A is a chordless 
fA-path of length at least 6, as follows. For all distinct vertices al,. . . ,a~, bl,. . . , bs # 
s, t such that (ax, 61,. , bg, t) and (bj,ag,. ,al,s) are compatible, a, a, b3u5, 
Table 2 
Defining P. Q. R 
Step P 
B’:=(Task-F(& (N[al,a3,u4] - {~~}),LII.s,II))~, 
A’ := Task-iZ(G - (N[a2,aj,a4, b>, bj, hi] ~ {as. h, } ),ug,h, ). 
F’:=Task-F(~-(N[b~,b3.b4]-{hg}),b5,~,~) 
and if neither task fails, return B’ * (al,. . , uj) * A’ * (bl.. . , bj) * F’. 
To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we use the following lemma. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, both P * Q and Q * R are chordless paths. It will follow that 
S = P + Q * R is chordless, once we have shown that S is a path. Assume that (if 
possible) S is not a path, i.e., there exist integers p and M satisfying up = I(‘,, (again, 
p uniquely determines m). Set p = i + I - I and choose I as small as possible. Since 
Q * R (resp. P * Q) is a chordless path. we have 133 (resp. m 3 3). Since u,, +I \t’,,,. 
there exist integers q and Y such that U~IV,. p+ 1 <q<i-- 1 and 2<r.<m. Choose ‘I as 
large as possible, and subject to that I’ as small as possible. Then (u~,_~.u~,,II’,.. )I‘, 1 ) 
is an obstruction. 3 
To prove the correctness of the algorithm for Task-&P, it suffices to show that 
any walk T returned by the algorithm is a chordless path. If step 1 or 2 returns T, 
then 7‘ is a chordless path by the choice of the subdigraph of z on which Task-AF is 
performed. For steps 3-5, Table 2 gives the definitions of P. Q, R, and in each cast 
it is routine to verify that the conditions of Lemma IO hold. Thus T = P * Q * R is a 
chordless path. 
A straightforward analysis of the five tasks shows that they take O(n” ) time, where 
II is the number of vertices. This leaves open the question of more efficient algorithms 
for our problem. 
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